ინგლისური ენა
ოლიმპიადის ტესტი
Max Time Allowed: 35 min

Q.1)

დავალებები 15 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემული ტექსტის მიხედვით.
When I opened the first ‘Body Shop’ in 1976 my only object was to
earn enough to feed my children. Today ‘The Body Shop’ is an
international company rapidly growing all around the world. In the
years since we began I have learned a lot. Much of what I have
learned will be found in this book, for I believe that we, as a
company, have something worth saying about how to run a
successful business without giving up what we really believe in.
It’s not a normal business book, nor is it just about my life. The
message is that to succeed in business you have to be different.
Business can be fun, a business can be run with love and it can do
good. In business, as in life, I need to enjoy myself, to have a
feeling of family and to feel excited by the unexpected. I have
always wanted the people who work for ‘The Body Shop’ to feel
the same way. Now this book sends these ideas of mine out into
the world, makes them public. I’d like to think there are no limits to
our ‘family’, no limits to what can be done. I find that an exciting
thought. I hope you do, too.
1. What is the writer’s main purpose in writing this text?

Q.2)

A.

to tell the reader her life story

B.

to introduce her ideas to the reader

C.

to explain how international companies operate

D.

to tell the reader how she brought up a family

დავალებები 15 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემული ტექსტის მიხედვით.
When I opened the first ‘Body Shop’ in 1976 my only object was to
earn enough to feed my children. Today ‘The Body Shop’ is an
international company rapidly growing all around the world. In the
years since we began I have learned a lot. Much of what I have
learned will be found in this book, for I believe that we, as a
company, have something worth saying about how to run a
successful business without giving up what we really believe in.
It’s not a normal business book, nor is it just about my life. The
message is that to succeed in business you have to be different.
Business can be fun, a business can be run with love and it can do
good. In business, as in life, I need to enjoy myself, to have a
feeling of family and to feel excited by the unexpected. I have
always wanted the people who work for ‘The Body Shop’ to feel
the same way. Now this book sends these ideas of mine out into
the world, makes them public. I’d like to think there are no limits to
our ‘family’, no limits to what can be done. I find that an exciting
thought. I hope you do, too.
2. What would someone learn from this text?
A.

how to make a lot of money

B.

how to write a book about business

C.

what the writer’s family is like

D.

what the writer’s book is about

Q.3)

დავალებები 15 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემული ტექსტის მიხედვით.
When I opened the first ‘Body Shop’ in 1976 my only object was to
earn enough to feed my children. Today ‘The Body Shop’ is an
international company rapidly growing all around the world. In the
years since we began I have learned a lot. Much of what I have
learned will be found in this book, for I believe that we, as a
company, have something worth saying about how to run a
successful business without giving up what we really believe in.
It’s not a normal business book, nor is it just about my life. The
message is that to succeed in business you have to be different.
Business can be fun, a business can be run with love and it can do
good. In business, as in life, I need to enjoy myself, to have a
feeling of family and to feel excited by the unexpected. I have
always wanted the people who work for ‘The Body Shop’ to feel
the same way. Now this book sends these ideas of mine out into
the world, makes them public. I’d like to think there are no limits to
our ‘family’, no limits to what can be done. I find that an exciting
thought. I hope you do, too.
3. How does the writer feel about the business she runs?

Q.4)

A.

She doesn’t care about success if her children are fed.

B.

She just runs it for her own entertainment.

C.

It is not like any other company

D.

It is likely to become even more successful.

დავალებები 15 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემული ტექსტის მიხედვით.
When I opened the first ‘Body Shop’ in 1976 my only object was to
earn enough to feed my children. Today ‘The Body Shop’ is an
international company rapidly growing all around the world. In the
years since we began I have learned a lot. Much of what I have
learned will be found in this book, for I believe that we, as a
company, have something worth saying about how to run a
successful business without giving up what we really believe in.
It’s not a normal business book, nor is it just about my life. The
message is that to succeed in business you have to be different.
Business can be fun, a business can be run with love and it can do
good. In business, as in life, I need to enjoy myself, to have a
feeling of family and to feel excited by the unexpected. I have
always wanted the people who work for ‘The Body Shop’ to feel
the same way. Now this book sends these ideas of mine out into
the world, makes them public. I’d like to think there are no limits to
our ‘family’, no limits to what can be done. I find that an exciting
thought. I hope you do, too.
4. What kind of workers does the writer like to employ?
A.

workers who can explain her ideas

B.

workers who get on well with the public

C.

workers who have the same attitudes as she does

D.

workers who have their own families

Q.5)

დავალებები 15 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემული ტექსტის მიხედვით.
When I opened the first ‘Body Shop’ in 1976 my only object was to
earn enough to feed my children. Today ‘The Body Shop’ is an
international company rapidly growing all around the world. In the
years since we began I have learned a lot. Much of what I have
learned will be found in this book, for I believe that we, as a
company, have something worth saying about how to run a
successful business without giving up what we really believe in.
It’s not a normal business book, nor is it just about my life. The
message is that to succeed in business you have to be different.
Business can be fun, a business can be run with love and it can do
good. In business, as in life, I need to enjoy myself, to have a
feeling of family and to feel excited by the unexpected. I have
always wanted the people who work for ‘The Body Shop’ to feel
the same way. Now this book sends these ideas of mine out into
the world, makes them public. I’d like to think there are no limits to
our ‘family’, no limits to what can be done. I find that an exciting
thought. I hope you do, too.
5. What kind of person does the writer seem to be?

Q.6)

Q.7)

Q.8)

Q.9)

A.

She seems to be someone with strong opinions.

B.

She doesn’t seem to be very confident.

C.

She is mainly interested in making money

D.

She sees running a business as just a job.

6. Choose the correct answer.
They start in the Northwest, but lie only a .......... hundred miles from the centre in more
southern areas.
A.

few

B.

many

C.

lot

D.

couple

7. Choose the correct answer.
Although the Rockies are smaller .......... the Alps, they are no less wonderful.
A.

than

B.

from

C.

as

D.

to

8. Choose the correct answer.
There are many roads across the Rockies, but the best way to see them is to .......... by train
A.

travel

B.

drive

C.

ride

D.

pass

9. Choose the correct answer.
You start from Vancouver, .......... most attractive of Canada’s big cities.
A.

a

B.

the

C.

some

D.

any

Q.10) 10. Choose the correct answer.
Standing with its feet in the water and its head in the mountains, this city allows its residents
to ski on slopes just 15 minutes by car from the city ...............
A.

centre

B.

circle

C.

middle

D.

heart

Q.11) 11. Choose the correct answer.
A superhero is a fictional character ........... special powers
A.

with

B.

for

C.

by

D.

on

Q.12) 12. Choose the correct answer.
....... the first Superman story was written in the USA in 1938, superheroes have appeared in
various comic books around the world.
A.

since

B.

from

C.

before

D.

until

Q.13) 13. Choose the correct answer.
........ superhero powers vary widely, superhuman strength and the ability to fly are common.
A.

Although

B.

So

C.

If

D.

Because

Q.14) 14. Choose the correct answer.
In order to protect friends and family, a superheroís identity is normally ............ secret, which
often means superheroes have a complicated double life.
A.

held

B.

put

C.

kept

D.

got

Q.15) 15. Choose the correct answer.
Examples ......... Cybersix from Argentina and the heroes of AK Comics from Egypt. Japan is the
only country that has created as many superhero characters as the USA
A.

consist

B.

involve

C.

contain

D.

include

Q.16) დავალებები 1620 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემულილი ტექსტის მიხედვით. (შეარჩიეთ მოცემული
დებულებები მართებულია (T) თუ მცდარი (F). თუ ტექსტში არ არის საუბარი მოცემულ
ინფორმაციაზე მაშინ აირჩიეთ Doesn't say. )
Ana Johnson is a 13yearold swimmer who lives in Melbourne in
Australia. Her dream is to swim for Australia in the next Olympics.
She swims in both long and short races and she has already come
first in many important competitions. As well as spending many
hours in the pool, Ana also makes time for studying and for
friends. 'I have lots of friends who swim and we're very close. It's
much easier to have friends who are swimmers because they also
have to get up early to practise like me and they understand this
kind of life. But Iím not so different from other people my age. In
my free time I also enjoy going to the movies and parties. There are
also some good things about swimming for a club. I travel a lot for
competitions and made friends with swimmers from other
Australian cities and from other parts of the world. Ana is
becoming well known in Australia and she believes it is important
to get more young people interested in swimming. I don't mind
talking to journalists and having my photograph taken. But last
year I was on TV and that was much more fun.

16. Ana's home is in Melbourne.

A.

True

B.

False

C.

Doesn't say

Q.17) დავალებები 1620 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემულილი ტექსტის მიხედვით. (შეარჩიეთ მოცემული
დებულებები მართებულია (T) თუ მცდარი (F). თუ ტექსტში არ არის საუბარი მოცემულ
ინფორმაციაზე მაშინ აირჩიეთ Doesn't say. )
Ana Johnson is a 13yearold swimmer who lives in Melbourne in
Australia. Her dream is to swim for Australia in the next Olympics.
She swims in both long and short races and she has already come
first in many important competitions. As well as spending many
hours in the pool, Ana also makes time for studying and for
friends. 'I have lots of friends who swim and we're very close. It's
much easier to have friends who are swimmers because they also
have to get up early to practise like me and they understand this
kind of life. But Iím not so different from other people my age. In
my free time I also enjoy going to the movies and parties. There are
also some good things about swimming for a club. I travel a lot for
competitions and made friends with swimmers from other
Australian cities and from other parts of the world. Ana is
becoming well known in Australia and she believes it is important
to get more young people interested in swimming. I don't mind
talking to journalists and having my photograph taken. But last
year I was on TV and that was much more fun.

17. Ana hopes she will become an Olympic swimmer.
A.

True

B.

False

C.

Doesn't say

Q.18) დავალებები 1620 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემულილი ტექსტის მიხედვით. (შეარჩიეთ მოცემული
დებულებები მართებულია (T) თუ მცდარი (F). თუ ტექსტში არ არის საუბარი მოცემულ
ინფორმაციაზე მაშინ აირჩიეთ Doesn't say. )
Ana Johnson is a 13yearold swimmer who lives in Melbourne in
Australia. Her dream is to swim for Australia in the next Olympics.
She swims in both long and short races and she has already come
first in many important competitions. As well as spending many
hours in the pool, Ana also makes time for studying and for
friends. 'I have lots of friends who swim and we're very close. It's
much easier to have friends who are swimmers because they also
have to get up early to practise like me and they understand this
kind of life. But Iím not so different from other people my age. In
my free time I also enjoy going to the movies and parties. There are
also some good things about swimming for a club. I travel a lot for
competitions and made friends with swimmers from other
Australian cities and from other parts of the world. Ana is
becoming well known in Australia and she believes it is important
to get more young people interested in swimming. I don't mind
talking to journalists and having my photograph taken. But last
year I was on TV and that was much more fun.

18. Ana knows that she is better at short races than long ones.
A.

True

B.

False

C.

Doesn't say

Q.19) დავალებები 1620 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემულილი ტექსტის მიხედვით. (შეარჩიეთ მოცემული
დებულებები მართებულია (T) თუ მცდარი (F). თუ ტექსტში არ არის საუბარი მოცემულ
ინფორმაციაზე მაშინ აირჩიეთ Doesn't say. )
Ana Johnson is a 13yearold swimmer who lives in Melbourne in
Australia. Her dream is to swim for Australia in the next Olympics.
She swims in both long and short races and she has already come
first in many important competitions. As well as spending many
hours in the pool, Ana also makes time for studying and for
friends. 'I have lots of friends who swim and we're very close. It's
much easier to have friends who are swimmers because they also
have to get up early to practise like me and they understand this
kind of life. But Iím not so different from other people my age. In
my free time I also enjoy going to the movies and parties. There are
also some good things about swimming for a club. I travel a lot for
competitions and made friends with swimmers from other
Australian cities and from other parts of the world. Ana is
becoming well known in Australia and she believes it is important
to get more young people interested in swimming. I don't mind
talking to journalists and having my photograph taken. But last
year I was on TV and that was much more fun.

19. Ana has won a lot of swimming competitions.
A.

True

B.

False

C.

Doesn't say

Q.20) დავალებები 1620 უნდა შეასრულოთ მოცემულილი ტექსტის მიხედვით. (შეარჩიეთ მოცემული
დებულებები მართებულია (T) თუ მცდარი (F). თუ ტექსტში არ არის საუბარი მოცემულ
ინფორმაციაზე მაშინ აირჩიეთ Doesn't say. )
Ana Johnson is a 13yearold swimmer who lives in Melbourne in
Australia. Her dream is to swim for Australia in the next Olympics.
She swims in both long and short races and she has already come
first in many important competitions. As well as spending many
hours in the pool, Ana also makes time for studying and for
friends. 'I have lots of friends who swim and we're very close. It's
much easier to have friends who are swimmers because they also
have to get up early to practise like me and they understand this
kind of life. But Iím not so different from other people my age. In
my free time I also enjoy going to the movies and parties. There are
also some good things about swimming for a club. I travel a lot for
competitions and made friends with swimmers from other
Australian cities and from other parts of the world. Ana is
becoming well known in Australia and she believes it is important
to get more young people interested in swimming. I don't mind
talking to journalists and having my photograph taken. But last
year I was on TV and that was much more fun.

20. It is difficult for Ana to make friends with other people who swim.
A.

True

B.

False

C.

Doesn't say

Q.21) 21. Complete the telephone conversation between two friends.
Matt: Oh, sorry. I'm phoning about the skateboarding competition this afternoon.
Josh: .......................................................
A.

I didn't know that was today.

B.

I wasn't very good then.

C.

I haven't got one of those.

D.

Hi. You're calling early!

Q.22) 22. Why didn't you come to the pool yesterday?
A.

I was doing something else.

B.

It was a great time.

C.

I didn't see them there.

Q.23) 23. I have to go home now.
A.

Have you been before?

B.

It's still quite early.

C.

How long was it for?

Q.24) 24. Whose phone is that?
A.

It's not there

B.

Wasn't it?

C.

I'm not sure.

Q.25) 25. There weren't any more tickets for the match.
A.

That's a pity.

B.

It isn't enough.

C.

I hope so.

Q.26) 26. Shall we play that new computer game?
A.

It's all right

B.

Yes, it is.

C.

If you'd like to

Q.27) 27. I’ve always enjoyed
A.

listening

B.

hearing

C.

catching

D.

attending

...... to music.

Q.28) 28. Pablo Picasso was born in Spain on 25 October, 1881. He showed himself to be a ............
artist as a child
A.

talented

B.

talentive

C.

talent

Q.29) 29. He saw that it ........ possible to build up an image using simple lines and angular shapes
A.

was

B.

is

C.

have been

D.

has been

Q.30) 30. The most popular powder was ...... the yellowblue packet.
A.

in

B.

on

C.

at

D.

by

